Ageing Research Funding Opportunities in EU FP 7

Forward Into Europe!
Your needs

• Better Networking (mentor matching, specialised workshops, places for European attendees)

• Best Practice (Hints & tips, examples of things which work)

• Older people (digital divide, design, devices, continence)
How SPARC can help

• Administrative resources

• Dedicated area of website (downloadable grants for easy cribbing, tips guide etc). Website is linking with LINK-AGE

• Dating service (running a project and want partners..tell us we’ll tell the network)

• Workshops (you want it we’ll run it..stand up and be counted)
How SPARC CAN’T help

• Giving you the odd £30k to pre network!

• Changing the rules on FP7!

• Coming up with pre written Integrated projects that you sign!
Thanks to You ALL!

Thanks for coming, thanks for contributing, thanks for making SPARCs fly